into battle
five super-Emdens of 10,000 tons with 8-inch guns, against which
you have not only lost half the number of cruisers to bring them to
book but nothing except battle-cruisers which can at once engage
them and kill them in single ship action, All this arises out of
treaty entanglements which in every single respect have hampered
our naval construction, made it more difficult for us to get true
value for the taxpayers' money and produce the best classes of
fighting vessels with the money provided.
What is the conclusion I draw from all this ? It is that we shall
certainly be forced in any war that may occur in the next few years
to re-institute the convoy system, not so much against the submarine
as against enemy cruisers on the broad waters of the ocean. It
might be a year of war before these raiding cruisers were extirpated,
and meanwhile forty-five million people in this island will have to
be fed and we will have to carry on our trade without which we
cannot purchase the supplies we require not only for war but for
keeping body and soul together. You will have to institute the
convoy system on the broad waters of the ocean.
On this footing I come to the case of the five Royal Sovereigns.
These are the very ships which would be the surest escorts of your
ocean convoys- No raiding cruiser would dare to come within
range of their 15-inch guns. Their speed is much greater than that
of any convoy of merchant ships. They are the ideal vessels to
bring in a three-monthly convoy of sixty, seventy or eighty vessels
from Australia or the Cape, or from South America, quite safely
across the oceans until they come within the regions where other
escorts would be needed to deal with the submarine* The range
of their enormous heavy guns would afford complete protection
from a raiding cruiser, even to a very large convoy. This, at any
rate in the early stages of a war, would be an enormous convenience
to us. Yet these are the very ships, whose function it would cost
us so many millions to provide in other ways, which are to be taken
out and scrapped and destroyed although they may play a vital
part in the feeding of this island.
We have heard some reasons why such a monstrous decision
has b$en made. TJnfier the Anglo-German Agreement no provision
was made, as somet>f us suggested, that old ships should be counted
at a lower tonnage than new,, ships in estimating the tonnage of
German naval construction. If we keep the Royal Sovereigns,
Germany would be entitled under the Treaty to build two additional
battleships in the four-year period in question, and they have asked
us to state in advance, as they have a right to ask, what we propose
to do. We have promised to scrap or sink the first two Royal
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